CFG1004 Module enrolment FAQs

1. Can I enrol in CFG1004 if I am going on SEP or Internship overseas?

You may not be able to enrol in CFG1004 as being overseas usually restricts you from using Canvas which is how the module will be delivered. Check with your faculty if you will still have access to Canvas during your exchange / overseas internship. If you will not have access to Canvas, do not enrol in the module as you would not be able to complete module requirements.

2. Is it possible to enrol in CFG1003 and CFG1004 in Semester 2, AY 22/23?

CFG1003 is a pre-requisite for CFG1004. If you have not completed CFG1003 in Semester 1, AY22/23, you cannot enrol in CFG1004 in Semester 2 in AY 22/23. By completing CFG1003 in Semester 2 in AY 22/23, you will be eligible to enrol in CFG1004 in AY 23/24.

3. Can I take the modules whilst I am on an internship / industry attachment?

As a module host, we do not put any restrictions on students who are doing an internship / industry attachment as long as they have the approval to do so from their faculty. Please seek your faculty’s approval to enrol in the module.

If your faculty requires approval from CFG to enrol in this module, please write to us at: cfg_financialwb@nus.edu.sg

All other queries:

For further enquiries regarding this programme, please contact: cfg_financialwb@nus.edu.sg